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WHITE PAPER

NEXT GENERATION BRAKE PEDAL SENSING TECHNOLOGIES FOR 
ELECTROMECHANICAL BRAKE SYSTEMS

As advanced brake technologies are a significant part of the move towards next-generation electric vehicles, 
automotive system designers must consider the pros and cons of different brake sensing solutions and their 
related architectures. This whitepaper covers why using two different sensing technologies like force and 
position sensing provides an optimum solution that delivers the best of both worlds and supports the evolution 
from fail-safe to fail-operational systems. 

 THE NEW CHALLENGES FACING BRAKE DESIGN 
The automotive industry’s evolution towards electric vehicles and increased levels of autonomy are demanding higher 
degrees of safety and performance from every system on the vehicle. As a result, direct safety devices such as the brake 
system are rapidly changing. 
Conventional hydraulic braking systems are migrating to Brake-by-Wire to reduce vehicle weight and complexity. The 
elimination of hydraulic fluid in fully dry braking systems provides additional environmental and maintenance advantages.
The first step of this transition to electro-hydraulic brakes (EHB) is already gaining momentum in the market. Fully electric 
or dry electromechanical brake (EMB) systems entail the complete removal of the hydraulics and mark an era of a more 
modular approach to braking systems. EHB and EMB technologies both require the use of various sensors within the 
brake pedal assembly to provide a higher degree of efficiency and accuracy. 
Hydraulic and electro-hydraulic brake systems have traditionally relied upon pressure measurement for control and 
feedback on when and how hard the driver has applied the brake pedal to determine how to apply the brakes.  For 
example, an emergency stop requires a different braking response from a gradual stopping action. These pressure-based 
systems have assured safety through built-in redundancies of the hydraulic circuits and innovative designs of the master 
cylinders within the brake boosters. The design redundancies make sure that even if certain elements of the system fail, 
the brakes will be applied when needed.
However, with the removal of hydraulic fluid in dry braking architectures, new sensing topologies must be included in 
the pedal assembly. This presents an opportunity to not only improve current brake pedal performance but to provide 
additional accuracy as well as redundancy for increased safety.
Removal of the hydraulic circuitry in EMBs, together with an even stricter demand for functional safety requirements, 
means that pressure sensing cannot be used in completely dry systems for brake pedal control. 
As a result, vehicle and brake system manufacturers are exploring and testing a variety of brake sensing technologies 
to ensure that new braking systems are fully redundant, and that the performance maintains or exceeds current industry 
safety standards like ISO26262.
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 WHICH BRAKE PEDAL SENSING TECHNOLOGIES ARE THE BEST CHOICE FOR 
ELECTROMECHANICAL BRAKING SYSTEMS?
Typical approaches for brake pedal sensing in electro-hydraulic and fully dry, brake-by-wire braking systems include 
using position sensors, force sensors or a combination of the two.
Position sensors measure the linear or angular position and distance travelled by the brake pedal from a reference point, 
providing position and acceleration information. Advantages for position sensing technology in brake design include 
high levels of accuracy, enabling very precise braking control. Disadvantages can include issues coming from the use of 
moving parts, depending on the solution used. These issues can range from noise to maintenance and wear concerns. 
Force sensors are transducers that convert an input mechanical load, compression, or induced strain field into an output 
signal. Also commonly known as force transducers, these sensors utilize various technologies based on application, size, 
geometry, and capability. While they are now being integrated into brake pedal designs, force sensors have traditionally 
been used in automotive applications as part of suspension and stability systems. 
An advantage for using a force sensor in the brake pedal is that it can detect pre-movement force, better capturing driver 
intent in the split seconds before the pedal moves and enabling the system to anticipate the braking action. If there is a 
mechanical failure and the brake pedal is stuck, the force sensor can still detect the driver intent through the force being 
applied, providing a safety benefit over traditional position sensing technology. Additionally, the sensor’s compact design 
allows for flexibility of several different integration locations within the brake assembly, including the foot pad, pedal arm 
and push rod . Potential disadvantages include the need for management of off-axis loading and parasitic forces.
Summing up, while position sensing can provide comparable system inputs to today’s fully hydraulic braking systems, the 
faster response time of force sensors presents an opportunity to react quicker during braking events, shortening braking 
distance and enhancing safety systems, particularly in emergency situations when it matters most.

 THE ADVANTAGE OF USING A COMBINATION OF SENSORS - THE CASE FOR 
REDUNDANCY
Developers of electro-hydraulic and EMB brake systems must decide how to utilize different sensing technologies in their 
brake designs while ensuring adherence to fail-safe and fail-operational requirements.
To meet these requirements, redundancy remains critical, hence braking systems will continue to rely upon two or more 
sensors within brake pedals.

Figure 1

Brake pedal force sensors provide many safety and performance advantages for the developers and designers of next generation 
braking systems.
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The case for using two force sensors within EMB brake pedal assemblies is that it facilitates providing a backup control 
loop with the all the advantages in terms of short response time and detection of mechanical failure. This supports a fully 
safe operational system, where no system performance degradation is noted, even with a complete failure of the primary 
control loop.
That being considered, reliance on one sensing topology could potentially leave the system vulnerable to common-mode 
failures of primary and redundant controls should an external issue occur that influences the technology, for example, an 
external Electro-magnetic compatibility event (emission of a certain electromagnetic field) or a component level failure. To 
achieve a fully redundant system that realizes the benefits of each and complies with safety standards such as ISO26262, 
brake systems could use a combination of both position and force sensing technologies. 
Combining the reaction speed and sensitivity to the driver’s braking intent from the force sensor together with the 
highly accurate position sensing technology which controls brake lights in current systems, maximizes redundancy and 
enhances the functional safety aspects of the system. 
 In summary, to meet more demanding safety requirements, braking systems must consider the best solutions to ensure 
system redundancy. With both force and position sensing technologies available, EMB brake pedal control has an 
opportunity to meet and exceed these standards by combining multiple sensors of either force, position, or both to take a 
best of both worlds approach.

 FORCE SENSORS FOR INTELLIGENT BRAKE PEDAL SENSING
Sensors like Sensata’s Micro Strain Gauge brake pedal force sensor provide a flexible force sensing solution that also 
maximizes safety. 
Intended to be deployed within the pedal assembly, this type of sensor can rapidly and accurately capture driver braking 
intent for improved functional performance. The sensor provides a significantly shorter response time than legacy 
pressure and/or position sensors engaging the braking system faster and ultimately minimizing the time required to stop 
the car.

Able to handle forces up to 600N and scalable to other forces, Sensata’s force sensor is ISO 26262: ASIL (Automotive 
Safety Integrity Level) C compliant and can operate at temperatures up to 140˚C. Additional benefits include improving 
response time by more than 10ms, as well as flexible integration options and outputs. Not only can the sensor reduce 
braking distance due to its sensitivity and speed, but it can also be scaled to different forces to cater for different 
integration locations and to detect mechanical failure of the system due to a stuck pedal. This sensor can also support 
current hydraulic and electro-hydraulic brake pedal architectures as well as next-generation dry braking systems.

Figure 2

Example of an arbitrary braking event in a vehicle demonstration test showing a faster response from the force sensor versus the brake pedal 
position sensor or brake pressure sensor outputs.
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 SUMMARY 
The brake pedal is the driver’s input to the system and must be fast, accurate, 
and reliable. It must be able to accurately detect the driver intent under any 
foreseeable situation. Legacy hydraulic braking systems convert the force that 
the driver applies to the brake pedal into hydraulic pressure in the brake lines via 
the master cylinder.
There are a couple benefits to bypassing part or all of the hydraulic circuitry, 
depending on the EMB solution. First, the need to convert the force applied 
to the brake pedal into pressure is made obsolete and means that the braking 
system control is more closely aligned to the driver’s intent. In addition, the brake 
response time is significantly faster, improving safety and performance. An 
intelligent pedal sensing system should also be able to detect failure states like a 
stuck pedal and report them to the system to ensure a fail-safe braking system.
To facilitate a fully redundant system, using two different sensing technologies 
like force and position sensing could provide an optimum solution that delivers 
the best of both worlds. If one technology were to fail due to a technical, 
environmental, or other condition, the other technology would still operate, 
ensuring that the vehicle can safely stop.

Brakes are an important and evolving component in the migration towards electric and autonomous vehicles, 
and brake producers and automotive OEMs will need to consider the pros and cons of different sensing 
technologies as they adopt advanced braking architectures. Proper selection of brake-sensing solutions is 
critical to safety and functionality, and how well brakes perform directly impacts the driving experience. This 
can mean the difference between success or failure of new braking technology in a marketplace where accident 
avoidance and protection of road users receives ever increasing focus from governments and legislators.

Figure 3

Brake pedal sensing technologies like 
Sensata’s Micro Strain Gauge brake pedal 
force sensor offer many benefits including 
rapidly and accurately capturing driver 
braking intent to reduce braking distance and 
improving functional performance.


